Introduction – 1. What is TosWallet

1. Introduction to iOS TOS wallet
TOS Wallet is a wallet for TOS coin.
It securely stores your TOS coin and shows
account balance and transaction history.
TOS Wallet offers simple and powerful features that allow you to
send and receive TOS coin with anyone, anytime, anywhere in
the world.
Using SPV mode, TOS Wallet is directly connected to the TOS
coin network and offers fast performance you need on a mobile
device.
TOS Wallet doesn’t require any registration or personal
information. Your TOS coin keys are stored only on your device,
and only you can control the keys.
A standard 12-word recovery phrase can be used to restore your
wallet on another device when your wallet is lost or broken.
If you restore the phrase, your balance and transaction history
will be restored, too. In addition, there is a 4-word PIN number
for security reasons.
TOS Wallet features include :
-

Securely store your TOS coin addresses and their private keys.
Create multiple wallets with multiple TOS coin addresses for each
wallet.
Create wallets for TOS coin.
Send payments directly from the app.
Receive notifications when new transactions occur in your wallet.
Check balances and transactions in each wallet with different TOS
coin address.
Verify balances and transactions from multiple data sources.
Check the price of TOS coin, in multiple currencies, from all TOS
coin exchanges.
Directly connect to the TOS coin Network using SPV mode.
TOS Wallet is FREE. for now.

It is based on the open source LoafWallet made by Litecoin
Association. To learn more, visit www.tosblock.com

Tutorial – 2. Install TosWallet

1. Go to the webpage to download TOS
wallet for iOS.
Scan the QR code below or use the download link
on Safari of the iPhone.

http://toswallet.tosblock.com/download
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2. Install the app on your iPhone
After accessing the download link, tap the ‘Install’
button as shown below. Please tap ‘Install’ in the
pop-up message.
* Please skip this page if you’ve scanned the QR code.
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3. Trust.
IPhone users must trust the app in order for the
TOS wallet to normally operate.
Go to Settings>General>Device Management and
trust ‘Blockware Corp.’

Users must TRUST ‘Blockware Corp’.
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4. Installation Completed.
Now you can use TOS wallet for iOS for free.

